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2010 Amendments To Article 9 of the Uniform
Commercial Code
It is expected that the 2010 Amendments to RA9 will become effective in all 50 states and
the District of Columbia. States continue to adopt the revised legislation and the information
provided below speaks to the UCC Financing Statement changes that are being implemented as a
result of this legislation.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF CHANGING THE UCC FINANCING STATEMENT FORMS?
The revised format helps encourage single-page filings, makes it easier for filing offices to review
filings, and also will help reduce errors.

WHAT IS THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE AMENDMENTS TO RA9 (RRA9)?
The effective date is July 1, 2013. See legislative matrix for details.

ARE ALL STATES ADOPTING RRA9?
Jurisdictions continue to adopt this legislation and those which have not yet been adopted
have legislation pending. The expectation is that most states will have this legislation adopted
by July 1, 2013.
The status of this legislation and the manner in which enactment will be implemented varies
from state to state. This applies particularly to the changes to the National Standard Forms
resulting from the 2013 amendments to the UCC Article 9. Please note that different states have
adopted or are expected to adopt varying versions of these forms, as well as different effective
dates for the new forms and grace periods during which old forms may be accepted. Moreover, in
no state will the new forms take effect before July 1, 2013; use of these forms before the stated
effective date will get rejected. An update on each state’s legislation and form adoption will be
provided as soon as possible.

HOW ARE LOCAL JURISDICTIONS HANDLING RRA9?
The expectation is that counties in the states that are adopting the RRA9 changes will be using
the new forms provided by the state.

IS THERE A GRACE PERIOD BY THE STATES TO ACCEPT NEW FORMS?
Some states will have a grace period, however, each State determines whether there is a grace
period and what it may be. IACA has recommended to its members that their offices institute a
thirty-day grace period for acceptance of the new forms. The proposed resolution is below:
IACA recommends, upon the effective date of the 2010 Amendments to Article 9, a grace
period of 30 days for transition from all prior forms to the revised statutory forms revised
April 20, 2011. For example, the acceptance of new forms only would start August 1, 2013, if
amendments are effective July 1, 2013.
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UCC FINANCING STATEMENT (UCC1) FORM CHANGES
The first page of the UCC1 form is geared toward filings made in the central filing offices,
while the information related to fixtures and real-estate related filings has been moved to the
addendum page. Generally, central filing office filings (e.g. the SOS) can be completed using a
single page, while local level filings (e.g. fixture fiilings) will require two pages.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF E-MAIL CONTACT INFORMATION?
At the top of the UCC-1 face page, a new field has been added to the section for contact
information. Please note that this information is optional. The purpose of this section is to
provide a contact point for the filing office to contact the party submitting the filing. All filings
submitted by CT Lien Solutions will have an e-mail address dedicated to this new field which is
monitored and responded to by our filing staff.

WHAT ARE THE DEBTOR NAME CHANGES ON THE FINANCING STATEMENTS?
The form changes relating to debtor names have some changes for both organizations and
individual debtors primarily in the individual debtor name labels language and removing
information from the form which was for organizations.
For individual debtors, the instructions for names extending beyond the available space require
a box to be marked, left blank, and the debtor information to be printed on the UCC1Ad. Also,
the labels for individual debtors have been changed to match the naming convention in the
legislation.
Below is the snapshot of Section 1 of the new UCC1 Financing Statement. The changes to the
Individual Debtor Name are highlighted.

WHAT IS REMOVED FROM THE UCC1?
Information previously required for SSN/FEIN information (aka the “See Instructions” box) has
been removed.
South Dakota continues to require the SSN. Assuming South Dakota adopts the new forms, this
information will continue to be required and will need to be provided in a different field (e.g. the
collateral field, the optional filer reference data, etc.).
Information relating to type of organization, jurisdiction of organization, and organizational ID
number, which are fields 2e, 2f, and 2g have been removed. This information is no longer required
under sections 9-516 or 9-338. For our monitoring customers we will continue to ask for this
information in iLien, however, this information will not be printed on the filings.
Search Request option in Section 7 of current form has been removed. Search to Reflect requests
will need to be completed through a traditional search request.
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WHICH INFORMATION WAS MOVED TO THE UCC1 FROM THE UCC1 ADDENDUM?
Section 5 replaces the information formerly located in field 17 on the addendum page. It
removes the checkbox indicating the debtor is a trust, trustee, or decedent’s estate. It replaces
it with a reference that the collateral is held in trust or is administered by a decedent’s
representative.
Section 6a on the UCC1 form replaces the information formerly located in Section 18 on the
UCC1Ad page relating to specific transactions with extended lapse periods (public finance
transactions, manufactured home transactions, and transmitting utilities).

UCC FINANCING STATEMENT ADDENDUM (UCC1AD) FORM
The UCC1Ad focuses on real estate related filings. Fields previously on the UCC1 which indicate
that the financing statement is to be filed in the real estate records have been moved to the
addendum page.

WHAT ARE THE CHANGES TO THE UCC1AD DEBTOR NAME?
As with the previous UCC1 addendum form, there is a field for duplicating the debtor name
provided on the face page with the purpose of using this information for cross-referencing debtor
names. To accommodate lengthy debtor names, the form now has a check box in field 9, as well
as lengthier individual debtor name lines in field 9b.
The workflow has changed slightly, where the checkbox in field 9 indicates the individual Debtor
name does not completely fit in the length of the box. The debtor name that does not fit in
Section 9b is then placed in Section 10.
Section 10 serves two purposes: 1) individual debtor name which did not fit in Section 9b or 2)
additional debtor.

WHAT HAS BEEN REMOVED FROM THE UCC1AD?
Sections 11d, 11e, 11f, and 11g were removed from this financing statement. These fields related
to the SSN requirement for South Dakota and organizational information.
Section 17 and 18 (relating to trusts, transmitting utilities, etc.) were moved from the UCC1Ad to
the UCC1 form as Sections 5 and 6a.

WHAT HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE UCC1AD?
ALL of the fields relating to real estate-related filings are now found on the addendum page. The
designation of the filing as a “financing statement filed/recorded in the real estate records” has
been moved from item 6 on the UCC-1 to item 13 on the UCC-1 addendum.
In addition, the information that relates to the real estate descriptions and the record owner has
now been divided into clearer sections. This is the same information that was required, but is
more clearly labeled.
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WHAT HAS BEEN MOVED ON THE UCC1AD?
The “Miscellaneous” box that was formerly Section 10 at the top of the page has now been
moved and is now Section 17 at the bottom of the page.

WHAT HAS BEEN CHANGED ON THE UCC1AP FORM?
Although this form does not have significant modifications, there are some important changes
that have been made. Checkboxes have been added for clearer designation of the secured party
name as either an “additional” name or an “assignor” name.
Also, the “Miscellaneous” Section 20 on the form has been moved to Section 24 at the bottom of
the form.

UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT (UCC3)
FORM CHANGES
The UCC-3 form has a number of formatting changes, as well as some additional instructions
provided in a couple of locations.

WHY IS THE E-MAIL CONTACT AT FILER ON THE UCC3?
At the top of the UCC3, a new Section B “E-Mail Contact at Filer” has been added in the same
location as on the UCC1 form. Please note that this information is optional. The purpose of this
section is to provide a contact point for the filing office to contact the party submitting the filing.
All filings submitted by CT Lien Solutions will have an e-mail address dedicated to this new field
which is monitored and responded to by our filing staff.

WHAT HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE UCC3?
Section 1b has additional language that instructs the filer to use the addendum form to provide
the debtor name. This was added to accommodate the filing offices that require the debtor name
for indexing purposes (e.g. many county level filing offices require the debtor name).

WHAT HAS BEEN CHANGED ON THE UCC3?
After several instances of mistaken termination (whereby the filer accidently checked the
“termination” box instead of the intended “continuation” box), the termination box is now
separated from the continuation box.
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The Assignment field now contains clearer instructions for partial assignments and the related
fields.
Also, Section 5 has been changed to “party information change” field/box and the party change
instructions has been re-phrased for better clarity.
The UCC-3 form has also added a “Collateral Change” field (which is just a rewording of the
previous form). In addition, the checkboxes have been changed to reduce confusion and add
greater clarity regarding the treatment of the collateral.

WHAT HAS BEEN REMOVED FROM THE UCC3?
As with the UCC-1 Forms, the UCC-3 has removed the fields for debtor organizational
information (type of organization, jurisdiction of organization, and organizational ID#), and
provides extended fields for lengthy debtor names.

WHAT HAS BEEN CHANGED ON THE UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT
ADDENDUM (UCC3AD)?
Field 13 has been amended to include the debtor name, as some filing offices (e.g. D.C.) currently
require this information.
One of the most significant changes to the UCC-3 Addendum form is the addition of fields
15, 16, 17, and 18, which duplicate the fields provided on the UCC-1AD form. These changes
were much needed because in the past, a secured party was unable to file amendments to the
real property description, or the record owner information, etc. It also helps the filing offices
associate their records properly.

WHAT HAS BEEN CHANGED ON THE UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT
ADDITIONAL PARTY (UCC3AP)?
Although this form does not have significant modifications, there are some important changes
that have been made. Checkboxes have been added for clearer designation of the secured party
name as either an “additional” name or an “assignor” name.
Also, the “Miscellaneous” Section 16 on the form has been moved to Section 26 at the bottom of
the form.
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